
SIT notes 

1-25-23 

Welcome and roll call Kinder rep absent 

EPAC Updates-last meeting new middle school (transfer email went out), latest 

meeting last week was rescheduled. 

School organization  

Nursing services-introduced herself and went over 3 criteria of sending students 

home (fever, vomiting, and diarrhea) Needs justification (nursing judgment) for 

sending students homes. Wants to maximize instructional time. Minor complaints 

will be sent back to class. May send students back to class if dealing with 

medical crisis, please be understanding (following protocol).  

• 4th grade concerns-sending student back and having accidents right 

after (vomiting) or fever shortly after (nurse: priority to students with fever 

at the time/symptoms. Gives tolerance test if nauseous, checks fever with 

2 thermometers. Can get tricky because everyone manifests illnesses 

differently. She assesses them and cannot send home without 3 criteria). 

Send students that had fever day before to nurse must be symptom free 

for 24 hours. 

• Parents are saying that teachers are telling parents to keep students 

home due to coughing. Only person to give that recommendation is 

nurse. 

• Toileting guidelines-teacher calls parents and can keep a change of 

clothes in backpack. 

Formative review-Goal 1 Safety 

• Region 19 audit today (breeched 3 campus this week, but we passed) 

took pictures around campus, checked outside doors, classroom doors. 

• Reviewed CIP-badge system, security checks (Q-what’s the function of 

the SISD officer? Not visible), badges, morning duty, Watch dogs (1 or 2 

per month), safety meetings (SIT), safety concerns, wipes and sanitizer 

(expired) 

Drills-Lockdown (scheduled tomorrow) email Dr. Ramirez if missing or have extra 

students. 

Inclement weather-spoke to athletic director (guided to handbook and 

guidelines) Feels like 40 degrees or below admin will make announcements. Will 

not force students out (gym available) 



Staffing-no new hires (3rd grade bilingual and 2 sped openings) 1 applicant for 

opening. Soto went to a job fair on Monday interviewed 0. 

Curriculum 

1. Instructional expectation-email sent, time to turn up heat by using TRS (IFD 

checklist, explicit teach to specificity, rigor, questioning, TEKS clarification) 

Goal is 90, 60, 30 but our meets and masters are very low. Focus on Math 

instruction (tier 1) Expectations for sped (duet and parallel). Think Alongs 

and STEMscopes must be used. Are we asking the right questions and 

providing processing time. We will start checking lesson plans and 

matching the pacing. Feedback will be given. Visit from District, Feb. 13 

(what are we going to do differently, they will post other 2 questions after 

visit) 

2. Extended learning opportunities (tutoring needs to match our data, need 

the students here!) 94 last Sat. Intersession goal 150 3rd-5th grade. 

3. STAAR resources-only 1 teacher reached out. We already have resources 

to use (Think Alongs, Lead4ward, TRS assessments, samples, STEMscopes, 

released STAAR, Storyworks, textbooks, Countdown) 

4. Tech. updates-crucial bring devices (students 2nd-5th grade and teachers) 

Laptops need to be updated/reimaged due to COVID coding if they do 

not match the HBE address. Students need to shut down computer daily 

(need to be 45% charged). When can students go to library for 

technology? am and pm for regular tech issues. Students need to remove 

large cursor, start practicing using mouse. 

5. GT updates testing (3 more to test) next step is getting last teacher survey 

in. Lengthy process.  

Budget 

1. Technology-projectors installed next week (remove items in the way of 

new projector) 

2. Intersession-$50 per hour 3rd-5th and LOC 

3. Bilingual-ordered marker boards if supplies needed reach out to Soto. 

4. Jan. 31 budget for this year needs to be spent. 

Fundraiser 

 Candy-teacher run, Candy Sale  

Spring Carnival-goes to teacher 

Adjournment 

 



Concerns 

PE none 

5th grade none 

PreK none 

1st grade thanks for coverage for testing! Sticker machine distracting (remove), 

jackets being left at PE. 

2nd grade stickers 

4th grade Tues, Th, Sat (tutoring) bathroom lights off 

3rd grade need teacher hired. 

Sped cannot contact parents due to behavior (call review ARD), CBI on testing 

day (Ramirez will fix testing plan), fundraiser for t-shirts (present proposal) 

Soto-What are we going to do differently to turn around our data? Think about 

this before tomorrow’s PLC. 

 

 

 

 

 


